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An entertaining virtual cooking class that doesn't take

itself too seriously. Fun for cooks of all levels,

including Bob from Accounting who has the uncanny

ability to burn water.



BORING INDIAN FOOD WORKSHOP
by Mad Onion Slicer

Welcome to the biggest snoozefest since that chess

tournament your uncle dragged you to when you were

seven.

 

During this dull affair, I will teach you how to cook a delicious

Indian curry & show you how to build layers of flavour with

every ingredient you throw into a pot. We will also make a

delicately spiced rice dish to accompany the curry.

Vegetarian & vegan options are available & by the end of the

workshop, you will have prepared an amazing meal in your

kitchen with guidance from me every step of the way! 

 

MENU OPTIONS
 

1) OLD DELHI BUTTER CHICKEN / PANEER with PEAS PULAO 
2) SOUTH-INDIAN CHICKEN / VEG KORMA with CARAWAY CASHEW PULAO

 

Once you book, you will receive a list of ingredients to prep,

followed by a Zoom link to the "meeting". The agenda is

simple - we chat for a bit, get to know one another & then

start cooking. My style is laid-back & folks are free to ask

questions & interact as we cook. After cooking, I will also

show you how to plate up & shoot that perfect flat lay photo

for your Instagram / Tinder / MySpace / GitHub profile. 

 





@madonionslicer

ABOUT ME
 

My name is Dhruv Shanker, but they call me the Mad Onion Slicer. I'm a

former professional chef & am dead serious about having fun in the

kitchen. I believe that food is the greatest unifier there is & have cooked

in 27 countries - Jordan, Tanzania & North Korea being my favourites.

 

I've conducted over 5000 cooking workshops & have been running a

light-hearted food blog for many years now - teaching people how to

produce food that’s simple to cook & absolutely delicious. Much to my

own surprise, I was identified as one of Airbnb’s Top 5 Cooking hosts

globally & even got written about in the newspapers, gaining the

grudging praise of my high school principal, my landlord & my cat in no

particular order. Everyone who’s tried my recipes has survived to tell the

happy tale. 

GET IN TOUCH

dhruv@madonionslicer.com
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